News from
the stud

Know your rules...
There's been a lot in the
press recently about
disqualifications and
riding bans - so here's a
brief summary of riding
offences and their likely
punishment:

affected horse(s) only if
interference has improved its
placing (no allowance to be
made for any ground an
incident might have cost the
offender).
Jockey ban: up to nine days.

DANGEROUS RIDING
Jockey caused serious
interference by:
a) purposely interfering with
another horse or jockey; or
b) riding in a way likely to
endanger safety of a horse or
jockey.
Horse: disqualified;
Jockey ban: 10-21 days or
referred to Jockey Club
stewards.

IMPROPER RIDING
Covers improper use of the
whip or striking other jockeys
or horses and other forms of
misconduct (includes
dangerous riding that did not
cause serious interference).
Jockey ban: up to 21 days.

CARELESS RIDING
Jockey failed to take
reasonable steps to avoid
causing interference or caused
interference by inattention or
misjudgement, including
when manoeuvring for
position.
Horse: demoted behind

ACCIDENTAL
INTERFERENCE
Jockey took reasonable steps
to prevent the interference or
it was beyond jockey's
control: eg horse hangs
despite jockey's attempts to
prevent it; or hangs or runs
down an obstacle without
warning.
No Action.
Rule 153, amended May 2003.

Course factfile:
Huntingdon
Huntingdon is a completely
flat circuit of 11/2 miles and
regarded as one of the fairest
jump tracks in the country.
It's a galloping track with stiff
fences and races are often run
at a good pace. It attracts top
horses and trainers and hosts
the Peterborough Chase
which is a trial for Gold Cup
candidates. The course drains
well and the going is rarely
heavy.
Location: London 69,
Bedford 21 and Cambridge
16 miles

Telephone: 01480 453373
Trains: Kings Cross to
Huntingdon (2 miles by bus
or taxi to course)
Celebrations: Old Bridge
Hotel, High Street,
Huntingdon. An elegant
18th century hotel renowned
for its imaginative food (tel:
01480 424300). Chequers at
Fowlmere (west of M11) a
civilized 16th century dining
pub in a quiet village
(tel: 01763 208369)

It's that time of year when it's mud,
glorious mud - because by now
gateways are well poached. But at
least the evenings are drawing out
and we're making plans for the year.
Our winning grey mare Snowy
Mantle visits either Arkadian Hero
(winner of seven races including
the Mill Reef Stakes) or Ishiguru
who was trained by Aiden O'Brien
to win in Group company. Final
decision will be made when we see
the stallions who both stand in

OPEN DAY
AT THE STUD

SUNDAY
JULY 18
Stable Visits
With all Homebred horses
approaching full fitness it's a
great time to visit the stables,
see them working and to hear
and discuss plans. If you would
like to arrange a visit to Gerry
Enright's (Lewes) or Peter
Bowen's (Letterston) yard
please just call the office on
01293 884433, Monday to
Friday 9.30 - 5.30.
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Homebred Buddy striding out from Dutch Star in a morning workout

Arkadian Hero

Gloucestershire. It's also time to say
a temporary goodbye to our Pharly
filly who goes off for breaking and
to be ridden away - but she'll be
back for the summer grass. Our
two foals of last year are thriving our College Chapel filly out of
Snowy Mantle is a really strapping
lass and we hope she stops growing
soon as we're hoping she'll make a
decent two year old on the flat!
Our Most Welcome colt out of
Celtic Chimes has overcome so
many problems, including being
orphaned, to now be a very healthy,
strong young man. He's probably
too backward to make a two year
old but should be a flat racer before
progressing over hurdles. Of the
others, Prince de Galles half
brother, by champion miler
Safawan, will be off into training
later in the year - but should be
around at the Open Day for all to
see. Our Wizard King filly is also
due to go into training too - she's
filled out well and more than makes
her presence felt!
Having mentioned the Stud's Open
Day please make a note for your
diary of Sunday July 18. Many
were disappointed not to be able to
make it last year so we're giving
everyone plenty of notice! West
Wales is something of a trek for
many, but it is a lovely unspoilt area
that's worth making at least a
weekend of. Please contact the
office if you'd like an information
sheet on places to see, stay, eat etc.
Full details of the Open Day will
be sent to everyone nearer the time.

Making the most of
a stable visit...
"What's there to see when
we visit the stables?" we
are often asked. Well
firstly, of course, there's
your horse and, if you
visit is planned in
advance, you'll be able to
see him or her out on the
gallops. You'll also be able
to meet your trainer and
discuss plans as well as
talk to stable staff who'll
give you the low down on
your own and other
horses in the yard!
Gerry Enright's yard high on
the Sussex Downs above
Lewes is worth a trip just for

the view! And depending on
what time of day you're there
an informal brunch at Bill's in
the old town's Cliffe High
Street is an ideal way to
recharge afterwards.
Lewes offers many other
attractions from Harveys
Brewery Shop and the Castle
ruins to a myriad of antique

markets and interesting shops.
Out of town the isolated Jolly
Sportsman pub nestles at the
foot of the Downs in East
Chiltington and offers superb
cooking in idyllic, rural
surroundings.
If any of this sounds appealing
simply call the office to ask
about arranging a stable visit.

Of all the winners Peter Bowen
has trained in a sensational season,
Jollyolly is the horse he's aiming at
the Cheltenham Festival. Peter says
"He had always worked well but
was weak. He's now won six for
us but there still could be more to
come. We've given him a six week
break and will then train him with
a view to the Coral Cup. Two
others to watch out for are Celtic
Boy and Princess Aimee."

Gerry Enright’s gallops high on the Sussex Downs

Watch the
birdie!
Because the Stud adjoins ancient
woodland protected by the
Woodland Trust, is organically
maintained and is in an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty the
RSPB have selected the farm for
an audit of birdlife. Surveys will
be carried out at regular intervals
during the year and we'll be
advised on all the species present
and on measures to help encourage
and sustain healthy populations.
Since we moved in 15 years ago
much effort has been put into

Looking ahead

The man in form

Inside...
The Stud’s rural setting makes it a haven for wildlife

restoring hedges, tree planting and
creating ponds. We ourselves have
noticed a dramatic increase in
birdlife much of which is, no
doubt, also due to feed spilt,

kicked over and dropped by the
horses! We regularly see red kites,
buzzards and have resident barn
owls - so it will be interesting to
see what else the experts can find!

30
ways to beat
the bookies
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Sprint handicaps
are good for betting
- follow sprinters in
good form
The Derby is a race
for horses with
proven stamina to
stay the 11/2 miles
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7 furlong specialists
Some horses excel at
this specialist trip look out for them
Avoid wide margin
winners Horses who
have won by big
margins are rarely value
to follow up - check
their overall record
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Horses for courses
Wide draws in sprint
handicaps at Bath and
Pontefract do well
Follow top jockeys
in major handicaps

Unlucky losers rarely
reverse the form with
horses that have
previously beaten
them. Be wary of
backing them at short
odds
Oppose selling race
winners when they're
raised in grade particularly in 2-y-o
nurseries
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Avoid the cut!
Don't back horses
that have been
recently gelded

of winners to runners. And here it is
in black and white - alongside
supposedly the world's best, Sadlers
Wells, Safawan leaves him standing
when judged on percentage winners
with an amazing 100% compared to
a very excellent 44%. In choosing a
stallion we firstly look for
performance at the highest level and
preferably around a mile to ensure
speed. Then we also look for
bloodlines - proven lines and those
that will 'nick' with our mares. This
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Follow top
handicappers when
they move up to
listed or Group 3
races
Avoid 'promising'
types Their odds
are disproportionate
to their chances after
a single 'promising'
run
Don't bet in
maiden handicaps
- they're a minefield
of unknowns
Avoid Listed
Races for fillies they rarely produce
the expected result
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Follow apprentices
in small field sprints
- statistically it pays
Respect long
absent jumpers
because many come
back to defy a lay off
of a year or longer at
decent odds.
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The trainer often
determines the
horse's odds so
smaller yards can
offer better value
The going is the
single most
important factor avoid marathon races
on heavy ground
Top weights are
worth following in
jump handicaps at
smaller tracks
'Ungenuine'
horses do win and
should be judged on
overall record rather
than preconceived
prejudices
2 mile handicap
hurdles are
competitive, true run
races so the form
works out well

Seasonal debuts jumpers who've
previously won on
their seasonal debut
often repeat it
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Point to pointers
shouldn't be backed
in novice hurdles they're usually too
slow

Old stagers should
be avoided in
competitive handicap
chases
Courses to watch
out for. At
Chepstow and
Uttoxeter only back
horses with proven
course success
Wolverhampton
results can defy logic
- particularly older
age races
Forgive a poor run
at Towcester,
especially when it's
soft, as this can
produce an endurance
test beyond many
horses and they may
bounce back on their
next run elsewhere
Avoid
inexperienced
jumpers - the
difference between
schooling and race
experience is borne
out by results
Avoid young horses
in staying hurdles as
this if often beyond
four or five year olds
- especially on soft
ground
...and finally you
just need some
good luck!

The rise and rise of all weather racing We’d like to
All weather racing was
advantages - racing in all
consistent and safe going for

Choosing the
right stallions
We always take care in matching
stallions to our Homebred mares - so
it's rewarding when the stats show
we're doing the right thing. This
extract from the 2004 Stallion
Directory compares the performance
of the much under used stallion
Safawan with his contemporaries.
The Stallion Directory lists results for
every stallion worldwide and whilst
some enjoy apparent 'huge success'
simply due to large books of mares,
we prefer to rely on the percentage

Ignore Brighton its results defy
analysis

Ways to beat the bookies

Making betting pay has always been a tall order the best horse in any race with optimum
conditions in its favour still needs luck in running
to win. The only time to back a horse is when its
chance is disproportionately greater than the odds
would suggest - and this is often when stable
information is useful. For instance when a horse
returns to full fitness after poor performances due
to a problem. But this information needs to be
evaluated against all the other stats for all the
other runners as well as the going and draw etc.

The Racing Post recently
put together a 'Punters
Survival Guide' and we
thought it would be
useful in our battle with
the bookies in this edited
form of 30 top tips:

Don't ignore
stable second
strings in big races
which win more
than their share and at big prices

Flashback to Safawan winning Goodwood’s Golden Mile

means reinforcing a particular
attribute with an element of the
mare's pedigree reintroduced from
the stallion. For instance our grey
mare Snowy Mantle is by Group 1
winner Siberian Express who was

exported to the USA so it's difficult
to find horses bred along similar
lines. One of the few is Arkadian
Hero who shares Caro in his
pedigree so making him an ideal
candidate.
In addition to all these factors we
then consider size (ideally not too
big), conformation (maybe to
compensate for any shortcomings in
the mare) and temperament. Having
then considered their performance at
stud the final consideration is seeing
our shortlist of stallions and
ultimately deciding what we can
afford!

initiated to ensure racing
action for the betting shops
when traditional tracks were
prevented from racing due to
the weather. It’s long had its
critics but standards and prize
money continue to increase and it’s now interesting to see
that some of the biggest names
have runners on the three
existing tracks - Lingfield,
Southwell & Wolverhampton.
And more all weather tracks
are under consideration at
Newbury, Newmarket and
Kempton in addition to plans
already in the pipeline for East
London, Sedgefield and South
Wales. Lingfield’s Polytrack
surface is acclaimed as the best
in the world and provides

horses without kickback.
Wolverhampton’s track also
provides nightracing under
floodlights. Okay, it’s not the
purist’s ideal of flat racing on a
balmy summer afternoon - but
it’s still very competitive and
no less exciting if you have a
runner. We should embrace all
weather racing to add to the
variety we already enjoy in the
UK and for providing more
opportunities for horses who
continually face the prospect
of being balloted out of
oversubscribed entries
elsewhere. Many of the top
meetings around the world,
including the Breeders Cup,
are run on the ‘dirt’ and now
we are beginning to see its

weathers, even at night, more
opportunities, consistent
going, no cancellations or
churned up going. And horses
that perform on the all
weather can still switch to turf
or jumps.

hear from
you

Let us have your
ideas and views...
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